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Hello Everybody, Happy New Year!
2021 and a new year that we hope will be better in every way than the old one
although the latest lock-down means it will take a while! Did you get this book
for Christmas; amazing what you can buy in Codsall Garden Centre for £1.50!
It’s all change on the Isle of White this month when the last few standing 82year-old British Rail Class 483 former tube electric multiple units are withdrawn.
The line will be closed until April for physical upgrades, including platform and track work and
a new passing loop at Brading, with buses replacing
trains between Ryde Esplanade and Shanklin, and a
minibus shuttle service to connect Ryde Esplanade to
Ryde Pier Head during the work. Anyone who
experienced a trip in recent years will recall it was
more akin to a fairground ride and I recall desperately
trying to remain on the bench seat as we bucked,
bumped and rattled along between Sandown and
Brading with the guard grimly trying to issue tickets!
The ‘new’ trains will be Vivarail’s Class 484 trains, which
use the bodyshells of London Underground 1980 stock
(so only 40 -years-old!) with rebuilt bogies and new
interiors. They will provide more capacity, better
accessibility, passenger information systems, Wi-Fi and
even a toilet! The two-carriage trains will also have
connecting gangways allowing guards to move freely
throughout the whole train, collecting revenue and
providing passenger assistance.

Here’s a picture to
remind us of
hopefully sunnier
times ahead
although sadly we
can’t arrive at the
pier head on the
paddle steamer
from Portsmouth or
catch a steam train
to all points on the
island but we can
still dream!

Tales from The Footplate
Local Fordhouses lad Keith Morgan, that’s him in the
middle, shares his memories of life on the footplate.

Cleaning

steam engines wasn't for
everyone. On my first day at Bushbury, I
was given a metal scraper, a can of paraffin
and some washed wipers, the cleaning
foreman then walked me to a Black 5 to
join a few other lads who were hard at it,
and by the looks of their dirty hands and
faces, I wish I had taken a clerical job.
After a couple of days of scraping wheels
and sloshing paraffin everywhere, I
realised it was almost impossible to keep
clean, but gradually I learned little tricks,
for example, putting elastic bands around
my overall sleeve to keep my arms clean,
but most importantly, to wipe my face with
the back of my hand and not my palm,
Bushbury’s Jubilees were a pleasure to
clean, they were kept in top condition, and
this reflected in their paintwork.

After
some time, myself and another cleaner
were instructed to attend the firing school
which was located at Saltley, this was held
over 5 days. The first couple of days were
spent in the classroom, with the inspector
explaining the theory and workings of
steam engines, we also studied rules and
regulations that were relevant to footplate
staff, one of the most important was rule
55 and protection of trains.

Stanier Mogul 42966 – one of 3 shedded at
Bushbury. It was transferred to Oxley when the
shed closed in April 1965

We also received practical instruction on

A visitor on Bushbury shed, Jubilee, 45732
“Sanspareil”, a Stockport engine at the time

As I was hungry for knowledge, I realised
that cleaning was an excellent way to
familiarise myself with the workings and
parts of a steam engine, e.g., cab controls
and motion parts, even what a petticoat
and snifter valve were, also how to operate
the tender water scoop.

firing technique, this took place on various
engines berthed on Saltley shed, on the
last day we completed a written test, I was
ok, but unfortunately a couple of lads
failed, but they were offered further
instruction.
Within a week, the shed foreman
presented me with a note to be at W-ton
High level station the next day, this was for
my practical firing test, I was to fire on a
passenger train to Crewe.

The he next morning, I was at the station
early, feeling very nervous, Mr Harris the
firing inspector was waiting for me, he
explained that the fireman would sit in the
train and I would take over from him. As
the fireman and myself were taking water
from the column, he said "just fire little and
often, and keep the water level in the
boiler about 3/4 full”.

The Black 5 steamed perfectly, and all too
soon we arrived in Crewe; I quite enjoyed
the experience.
A couple of days later I was informed, by
note of course that I was a passed cleaner!
A proud moment, I now looked forward to
my first firing duty …...but that’s another
story!
Hopefully, to be continued . . .
The old railwayman’s lodge in Bushbury Lane opened
by the LNWR in 1905. A resident housekeeper
ensured hot water, good food and clean beds.

Stanier Pacific 46245 “City of London”, one of the
then quite frequent performers on the rump of
London (High Level to Euston) services left after the
Paddington to Low level services were increased
while the WCML was being electrified. Strangely
46227 was written on one of the boiler cladding
sheets. Whether this was official or some sort of
early 60s graffiti Simon couldn’t guess!

Thanks to Simon Dewey for the March
1963 Bushbury shed photos and
captions.

Ivatt Class 2 Mogul 46430, a Bescot engine at the time.

Shunting at Bushbury yard. After 12 years at Edge Hill, 0-8-0 No
49173 spent 18 months at Bushbury before withdrawal in
1964. Officially a G1, I believe but always called Super D’s?

We mentioned Ian Allan, seen right, before
and his ABC spotters’ books, so indispensable
in our youth. Below is the very first one issued
in December 1942 when Ian worked in the Southern Railway's Public
Relations Office at London Waterloo. With the help of S.K. Packham,
Chief Clerk in the Public Relations Office, Allan compiled a notebook
with all the names, numbers, classes and shed allocations of Southern
Railway locomotives, based on many of the requests he received about
rolling stock. This was so well-received that Allan asked his chief officer,
Cuthbert Grasemann, if he might publish it as a small booklet which would save costs in
terms of replying to public enquiries and which could even make a small profit. The proposal
was turned down but Allan was allowed to begin publication on his own behalf. Through the
Public Relations Office, he met W.C. Brett of McCorquodale & Co. printers who agreed to
publish the booklet. Two thousand copies of his first book, ABC of Southern Locomotives,
were ordered for sale for a shilling each. On the day of its publication, 21 November 1942,
Allan presented copies to Grasemann and Oliver Bulleid, the Southern Railway's Chief
Mechanical Engineer. This backfired as Bulleid objected violently to the publication of a
book about his locomotives without his knowledge and he threatened Allan with dismissal
from the Southern Railway as well as an action for breach of
copyright if he were to publish.

Spotters Spot

Undeterred, Allan went ahead with publication and sent a copy to
Robert Holland-Martin, Chairman of the Southern Railway, who
welcomed it and congratulated Allan on his entrepreneurial spirit. No
further objection was raised to Allan's continued employment with
the Southern, although he was barred from the Locomotive Drawing
Office and informed that communications with the Locomotive
Department had to be sent through official channels. The first edition
was quickly sold out and enlarged editions followed with photographs
provided by O.J. Morris, who had been a frequent contributor to the
Southern Railway magazine. A simple table of numbers in numerical order and class type was
followed by a list of named locos and a ‘novel feature’ of loco nick-names; that for the class I
1X, Wankers, (see below) seems a little non-PC these days!

From the Daily Telegraph: If we think we have problems at present, spare a thought for Mr
Arthur Purdey. On enquiring about his large gas bill, North West Gas agreed it was rather high
for the time of year but it was possible that he had been charged for the gas used up during
the explosion that destroyed his house!

Many a Slip

Following Leon’s No.1 newsletter, he asked
me whether I could put together an article about my passion, which is
model railways. I know the majority of you are more interested in the
prototype so giving details of my model layout would be of little
interest. Hence this article on slip coaches.
My layout is based on a fictitious junction station on the line between Dorchester and
Weymouth in Dorset. My aim is to recreate accurately the trains operating on this line
between January 1958 and June 1959. A great deal of research has been carried out over the
years which showed that for the majority of the 1950’s slip coaches operated from
Paddington twice a day (I am old fashioned & do not like saying ‘two times a day’) over the
line.
The first experiments with Slip coaches were in 1858 and these were subsequently operated
by the big 4 companies until 1939. After the war only the GWR re-introduced the services
using around 20 coaches of various diagrams.
The Weymouth coaches left Paddington attached to the rear
of the 10.30 a.m. Cornish Riviera Express and the 3.30 p.m.
which was also heading for the West Country. The ‘slip’
occurred at Westbury and ensured that passengers could
alight for Westbury or the Weymouth line without the
express having to slow down for a station stop. After the slip
the guard would bring the coach to a standstill before it was
moved into the station by the pilot, and attached to a local
all stations train to Weymouth. The coaches would return to
Paddington, the next day on the 7.17 a.m. and 8.15
a.m. local trains to Westbury and then on to the The completed slip coach at the rear of a train heading
to Weymouth. The coach in front is a commercially
capital.
produced model of a 1930's Collett coach.

From a modelling point of view, it was a type of
coach that was required to run on the layout but has only been
produced as a kit which has to be built from brass and white
metal. Over the years the GWR built slip coaches to a number of
different designs and I do not know if the diagram F16 now
nearing completion was the type used on the Weymouth line.
However, I do know that two of this diagram, built in 1909, were
not withdrawn until July 1958. It was in this year that BR
converted 3 Hawksworth BCK coaches to slips to replace the
ageing GWR built coaches. As well as the
The coach showing the corridor side of the double slip, there
end windows slip coaches could be
is a guard's compartment and windows at both ends
distinguished by them having between 4
and 6 vacuum reservoirs slung under the
chassis, which ensured that the coach would not come to a sudden halt when it was detached
from its train.

The guard’s compartment at either end of the coach had no access to the passenger facilities,
including the toilet which was normally situated between the first- and third-class sections.
The slip off the 10.30 a.m. Paddington finished in September 1958 with the 3.30 p.m. slip
finishing the following January. The final ‘slip’ to be dropped off a British train was in 1960 at
Bicester off the 5.10 p.m. from Paddington to Birmingham. I assume that the better
acceleration of the new diesels meant that intermediate station stops could be made without
affecting the overall time of the journey. Although the Hawksworth slips were painted in
Chocolate and Cream I would not have thought that the older coaches would have been
repainted and my model has been painted in Crimson and Cream, also known as Blood &
Custard. After many months work, I now have one slip for my layout. My next task is to decide
whether to convert a ‘ready to run’ Hawksworth BSK or a 1930’s Collett BCK, not easy in either
case, into the second slip coach.
Dave Rook
Thanks Dave and here is the final slip Dave mentioned at Bicester using one of the 1948
Hawksworth coaches.
Two trains left Paddington for Birmingham and Wolverhampton in the late afternoon, at 4.34
and 5.10 pm; the latter conveyed the slip coach. The 4.34 made several calls, including High
Wycombe and Princes Risborough before reaching Bicester at 6.13 where it waited in the
platform loop until 6.25 when it resumed its
journey to Banbury and principal stations to
Slip coach released
Birmingham Snow Hill. The 5.10 ran fast to
Leamington Spa, passing non-stop through
Bicester on the through line at 6.15. The slip
carriage was uncoupled by the guard from
the 5.10 about half a mile or so before
Bicester and brought to a stand on the
through line, alongside the waiting 4.34.
The engine of the 4.34 would then pull
forward onto the main line, set back to the
slip coach and couple up, before drawing
forward and setting back once more to
attach it to the front of its train before
continuing on its way as seen in the two
photos below.

Stafford Virgins
Club regular Derek Horton recalls his days working for Virgin Trains
originally penned for a non-railway audience
Working as a Stafford Virgin Part 1
Before you get too excited with the title, I am about to reveal a few interesting
tales as to my short casual employment with Mr Branson and his railway
franchise which includes Stafford railway station.
It was announced back in 2002 by Railtrack, which now is known as Network Rail, that the line
from Colwich Junction near Great Haywood on the West Coast main line to Cheadle Hulme
close to Stockport would be closed for three months. Trains would be diverted and Stafford
would be the hub of the operation with passengers being bussed in from and to Stoke on
Trent. A car -park out of town with a shuttle bus service operated seven days a week at no
charge but they are more than getting this cash back with a Monday to Friday hit of £12 and
the local council putting yellow double lines further out of town without thought for the
commuter who has been encouraged to use public transport in recent years.
I digress; It was a November day and I was reading the Stafford Newsletter and I spotted an
advert from Virgin requiring temporary staff to assist their full-time staff over what was going
to be a very busy period. Having always had an interest in transport and in particular railways
I applied as there was no age limit mentioned as I had retired two years earlier after 39 years
in self-employment as a village milkman. Shortly after New year 2003, I received a reply
requesting my attendance for an interview at the North Stafford hotel which is just outside
Stoke on Trent railway station at 9am. Not having had a job interview for the best part of 45
years, I was surprised at the format.
Twenty-four hopefuls, most were young enough to be my grandchildren, were summoned
into a room with a very large table where we sat round and a senior Virgin introduced himself
and several junior virgins explaining the format of the interview. Each candidate was asked to
speak for 30 seconds on their career and life to date. It does not seem long but when you are
put on the spot it is a bit nerve racking and even worse when Head Virgin picks me out to
start. All went well and we had a coffee followed by the 24 being split into 3 teams of 8. Junior
Virgins then took over explaining that we were to re-enact a situation where by we were
trapped in a mine and only one person could be saved. Straws were drawn with different
occupations and I recall that I had to argue my
case for survival being a musician when others
had a doctor, surgeon dentist etc. I have to be
honest and tell you I cannot remember what I
said but suffice to say I proceeded to the next
task. It was all over by noon and the Virgin
team had a break to welcome another 24 in
the afternoon. A week later I received a letter
to tell me I had passed stage 1 and subject to a
medical inspection I would become casual
I wonder how Virgin would have dealt
Virgin at Stafford. To be continued. . . . . .
with the 1946 Stafford floods?

Guest Photographer Spot
Another photo with a tale, thanks Simon!
Inside Oxley shed - an 8F silhouetted against the windows at the southern
end of the shed
As a working environment it was unarguably poor but to a schoolboy in the late 1950s and
early 60s (and no doubt for decades before) Oxley shed was a magical place with its smoky
and murky atmosphere and the mixture of sounds, smells and semidarkness, a background
hissing of steam, the occasional clang of things such as a shovel dropped onto the floor and
the rumbling and bump-bump-bump of locomotive wheels as engines moved onto or off the
turntables, as well as the exhaust of locomotives moving slowly through the shed.
Living only a couple of miles from the shed and being within sight of my friend Doug
Nicholson’s bedroom, for an avid trainspotter Oxley was a natural draw albeit necessitating
frequent trespassing to feed one’s interest, with surprisingly rare encounters with authority
and summary ejection from the premises! Would this happen nowadays? I think not but over
half a century ago was a distinctly different time.
While the present day preserved lines do successfully create the old working steam railway,
none can recreate the shed scene of long ago with its grime and abundance of too often filthy
locomotives, the murky, sound-filled, cavernous building and almost constant activity.
Oxley shed opened in 1906 to house and service mainly freight and shunting locomotives,
Stafford Road having become overstretched despite being a vast shed complex but retaining
its allocation of predominantly express and local passenger train locomotives.
It lasted until 1967 when steam activity in the West Midlands ceased in March of that year
but formal closure did not take place until the following January, the shed carrying out repairs
to periodic visiting steam locomotives and housing a small contingent of Diesels. It was almost
completely demolished during 1968 (the mess Room block being retained) and the site
redeveloped as a modern train care depot currently servicing Pendolinos.

An unusual if not to say unique railway but do you know
whereabouts this is in the British Isles? It was built by the
British Government in the
1840's and officially opened in 1847 by Queen Victoria
and Prince Albert who rode on the railway in a horse
drawn tender. Its original purpose was to carry stone to
build the breakwater and the Victorian forts. Nowadays,
the old wagons have been replaced by two London
Underground
carriages and a Vulcan
Drewry 0-4-0 diesel
locomotive no. D100
Elizabeth hauls
visitors from Braye
Road Station to
Mannez Station near
the Lighthouse. From
train enthusiasts to families, this historic railway provides
lots of interest and entertainment.

Quiz Question

December Quiz Answers

The cathedral town with the snow plough was

Worcester

1 Alnwick, 2 South Shields, 3 Saltburn, 4 Whitby, 5 Hornsea, 6 Withernsea, 7 Skegness
8 Horncastle, 9 Hunstanton, 11 Barton upon Humber, 12 Cleethorpes 13 Sheringham
14 Cromer, 15 Great Yarmouth Beach, 16 South Town, 17 Vauxhall, 18 Norwich Victoria
19 City, 20 Thorpe, 21 Wroxham, 22 County School, 23 Framlingham, 24Lowestoft,
25 Aldeburgh, 26 Felixstowe Beach, 27 Hadleigh, 28 Walton-on-the-Naze,

29 Brightlingsea 30 Southminster.
Thanks to everyone who had a go and congratulations to Dave Rook for getting them all
correct. The answer to No 28 (Walton-on-the-Naze) prompted a memory from Tony
Beresford shown later.
Tying in rather nicely with Keith’s Bushbury
piece, is Philip D Hawkins painting of ‘The
Midlander', with a very clean LMS Jubilee Class
No 45688, 'Polyphemus' of Bushbury shed, not
the easiest steamer I read, arriving at New
Street. This set me thinking, was this the only
named train complete with headboard to use
the High-Level station?

Spotters Spot
Part 2
Mike takes a nostalgic look back some 40 years- Is he planning
the next trip in this photo?
16.6.1979 saw us going on a trip organised by the Severn Valley
Railway to Balloch Pier just north of Glasgow. The Caledonian and Dunbartonshire Junction
Railway (C&DJR) was a Scottish railway opened in 1850 between Bowling and Balloch via
Dumbarton. The company had intended to build to Glasgow but it could not raise the money.
In 1960 the line had been electrified at
25kv using the class 303 Blue Train emu
Balloch Pier with the PS Maid of the Loch
stock. The steamer service on the loch
ceased in 1981.The line beyond Balloch
Cental to the pier closed on 28th
September 1986 and Balloch station was
resited to avoid the busy level crossing. My
records show that electric 83008 hauled us
from Wolverhampton but also show 81021
as also hauling us. Perhaps locos were
swapped, my record keeping then wasn't
up to today's standard of recording. But
wait, 81021 hauled us back, mystery
solved. Ten 08 shunters were spotted on the way to Carstairs, nine class 40’s, fourteen class
25’s and fourteen class 47’s, today you may see the odd one or two diesel locomotive. Our
electric loco was exchanged for 37148 in Glasgow for the run to Balloch Pier where we detrained for a trip on Lake Lomond on PS Maid of the Loch. My last Deltic 9007 Pinza was a
surprise cop seen at Carstairs on the return journey.
24.6.1979 off to Crewe Works permit in hand. One hundred and twenty seven loco’s were
present with only thirteen cops of which all were new HST’s on the production line. 43134–
43146.
1.9.1979 Coalville today followed by Toton
and Derby. Copped 56056 at Coalville and
56060 at Toton. Also present were three
original Peaks 44004 Great Gable, 44007
Ingleborough and 44009 Snowdon. Derby
Works Open Day had D8 Penyghent, W43000
the first HST power car, SC49003/4/5/6 APT
units and the usual class 45/46 Peaks.
22.9.1979 Crewe Works again with three cops
of HST power cars (43147/8/9). One Scottish
loco 47710 Sir Walter Scott in for repair.
Later Class 44008, but better remembered as D8 Penyghent

6.10.1979 Another Severn Valley Railway organised trip to Brighton and the Brighton and
Hove Engineerium. We also visited the Bluebell Railway where twenty steam locos were
noted. Electric 86226 hauled us to Willesden Junction where a pair of class 33’s took over.
28.12.1979 Christmas respite with a trip from Codsall to Birmingham via Crewe for some
haulage bashing. 86209/86234/86245/86032/86003.
5.1.1980 Midland Rail-fans coach trip to South Yorkshire. Burton 08.08 one cop 56068. Derby
Works 09.00 only two cops both Eastern Region Dmu’s. Shirebrook at 10.45 revealed nineteen
cops, eleven of which were
class 56’s. Barrow Hill 11.31
saw six shunters copped
and two more 56’s.
Rotherwood next at 12.21
where six class 76’s
electrics were stabled.
Tinsley next where master
and
slave
shunters
(13001/2/3) were present
and a surprise visitor Deltic
55009 (Alycidon). Three
more class 56 cops then off
Class 13 Master and Slave shunter No 13001
to Wath (14.25) where a
further twelve class 76’s
were present and six shunter cops and two more 56’s. Doncaster 15.17 – six more shunter
cops and two more 56’s. Class 50’s present were 50013 (Agincourt) and 50014 (Warspite).
16.40 saw arrival at Worksop copping four more 56’s and two shunters. Final visit was to
Westhouses at 18.00 only one cop (56) with fourteen class 20’s present. Those were the days
of MGR workings with pairs of class 20’s and class 56’s hauling coal from the York/Derby/Notts
coalfields. Tinsley yard today is still there with a few lines but nothing like its heyday. Hard to
believe this was forty years ago how things have changed not always for the better.

Do you have
memories of a trip you
would like to share?
We would love to hear
from you!

55013 Agincourt looking
in need of a good clean!
On a brighter note to finish our first son was born in 1980 – how would that affect things going forward
spotting wise?

Brrr! Our all-weather intrepid reporter Roger was
also at Codsall station December 28th, 2020

Roger’s
Train
Spot
Last month in the newsletter, I
did nine sheds in a day tour of Scotland. This month
is a one day shed bash at 8G Sutton Oak, a ten-road
dead end type, near St Helen’s, Lancashire.

The date was Saturday 29th October 1966. Time 2.00pm. The only engine in steam was Class
4MT 76084 now preserved. Inside the depot there were 23 steam locomotives including 108F’s 6-4MT’s 2-3F’s 2-class 5’s 1-9F 1-2MT 1-Fairburn. By 2-30 pm two more Locomotives
arrived they were 76077 & push-pull fitted 41286.
I travelled back to Wigan North Western station and then travelled onto Crewe behind 70024,
by now minus its Vulcan nameplate. Next month will highlight my shortest rail tour.
Stay safe and a Happy New Year

Ex footballer Dave Whelan (Mr
Wigan) purchased the shed and
converted it into a Supermarket. Later
purchased by Morrisons, the building
continued to be used up until 25th June
2000. After a working life of 120 years,
the shed building was then demolished
and a new Morrisons built on the site

Roger.

Rail Tours Remembered
Tony Beresford, he’s the tall one of the
front three, recalls a tour that went with a
bang! What’s going on with the wagons,
well that’s another tale!
The quiz accident at Walton-on-Naze is
not unique in the modern era. I was a
passenger aboard “The Bone Breaker” rail
tour on August Bank Holiday Monday
2002, a tour which lived up to its name.
58033/045 double headed the train which
was organised to commemorate the

imminent withdrawal of the remaining
Type 5 Class 58 heavy freight locos. I
joined the tour at Stafford, our outward
route being via New St, Banbury, Oxford,
Ealing Broadway and Stratford to
Colchester Goods where 58033 was
detached, ran round and reattached to
the rear. This was to enable the train to
run in top and tail formation to visit
Walton-on-Naze and Clacton.
Unfortunately, we got no further than the
former. 58045 hit the buffers at about
walking pace but many participants had
already stood up to leave the train for a
leg stretch and the obligatory photos. The
sudden halt resulted in several losing their
balance with some injuring themselves.
This was a time when disasters such as
those at Ladbrook Grove, Southall,
Hatfield and Great Heck had put safety on
the railways near the top of the political

and public consciousness and a news
team from Sky turned up at the scene in
what appeared to be indecent haste. They
looked disappointed at the lack of
carnage. It was later reported 31
passengers were injured with 13 being
taken to hospital. BBC News reported that
many of the passengers went to the nearby
Walton Tavern pub following the incident
where Pub manager Trent Kelly said:
"They seemed okay, just a little shaken.
"They drank a few pints and some coffees
to calm down and then went on their way."
Unsurprisingly the tour was declared a
nonrunner and arrangements were made
to return passengers to wherever they had
joined the tour. A number of buses were
secured to ferry people to Thorpe-le-Soken
station where we could join service trains
to Liverpool St. However, a very
considerate lady with two small children
asked my friend and me if we would like a
lift in her car to Thorpe-le-Soken where she
lived. She had taken her children to
Walton-on-Naze to see the tour arrive, big
locos being virtually unheard of in those
parts. During the car journey she confided
that she thought she knew the reason for
the incident. Her children had waved
enthusiastically as the train entered the
station and in returning their welcome, she
thought the driver had misjudged the
required braking distance. Whether this
was later confirmed as the reason, I don’t
know. Does anybody else knows the
definitive answer?

Thanks to our good Samaritan we arrived at Thorpele-Soken well ahead of the crowd and quickly caught
a unit to Liverpool St, the Underground to Euston and
87021 back to Stafford. Our tour tickets were
accepted for the entire journey and we got back
about two hours ahead of the tour’s scheduled return
time.

Ouch!

The sequel to all this excitement was that another
tour was organised a few months later with the aim
of reaching Clacton at last. By then the Class 58’s
were no longer available so Class 56’s featured, the tour being named “Gratis Grids”
accordingly. Like its predecessor the tour started at Crewe but this time got no further than
Stafford. It was an increasingly wild and windy early Sunday morning and it soon becoming
clear that trees and wires were down all over the network so it would be unwise for the tour
to proceed any further. My only problem was getting a
refund for my parking at Stafford station; you’d have
thought my request was unprecedented. Undaunted, a
third attempt to reach Clacton was undertaken on 18th
May 2003, the cunningly named “Clacton Avoider”. This
time, and despite its name and departing an hour late,
the tour finally made it to Clacton courtesy of 56032 and
56018. We had all of forty minutes at our destination,
plenty long enough most said! (Apparently, the return journey was not without drama as the
train was routed into the wrong platform at Stratford and 56018 had to be detached from the
front of the train, run round and placed on the rear to draw the train back far enough to be
able to gain the North London line. 56018 remained on the rear of the train leaving 56032 to
power the train home and recover some of the late running with a spirited run north of
Banbury).

Ivan Whitehouse kindly
sent me this interesting
souvenir programme cover
from 54 years ago. The loco
on the cover appropriately
enough is Bulldog 4-4-0 No
3390 Wolverhampton
although the name was
removed in 1927 to avoid
confusion with train
destinations. Built in 1903 it
was withdrawn from
Carmarthen in 1939.
If you forked out a ‘Bob’ to
visit we would love to
hear!

Back
cover

Christmas 2020 ended with a covering of snow which caused the SVR some
problems starting with the cancellation for staffing reasons of the 10.15am
departure on Monday 28th from Kidderminster (The Flyer). Passengers who
still wished to travel were transferred to the 11.00am departure (The Explorer). It was nice to
see some of the comments
from customers despite the
disruption.
Customer service is second to
none at SVR. We were booked
in as a family for the 10:15
service today but prior to it
being cancelled we were
advised by the lady who
answered the phone not to
travel as we were battling
through the snow heading up
Pictures from SVR website
the M5. On returning home I
contacted SVR as advised to rebook and within 5 minutes it was sorted out, rebooked and
confirmed for this Thursday (31st). Thanks, with gratitude to Martin and team at SVR
By 4.00pm Monday with the overnight forecast less than encouraging, the services for
Tuesday were cancelled. Like so many of us, I’m sure The SVR will be glad to see the back of
2020!
That’s all for this month folks, our newsletter circulation continues to grow but please let us
know if you have any more email addresses to add. We would welcome your thoughts,
comments, memories or photos to add to the interest, or perhaps you could add a page or
two for a future issue?
Stay safe everyone and we wish you a …………...
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